A W ebinar of the M udrashram ® Institute of Spiritual Studies

An In-Depth Exploration of Your
Vehicles of Consciousness
Focal Points 13 and 14 (a-n)
In today’s webinar, you will examine the causal body, the 13
toruses of purpose, and the eight petalled lotus center of the
Subconscious mind.
These are the deepest centers of the Subconscious mind. They
mirror your development in the Supracosmic Sphere and on
each of the 12 Nadamic paths. Those who have established a
disciplic attunement with the Mudrashram® lineage may find
to their joy that they will be enabled to contact one of the
Mudrashram® Masters at the eight petalled lotus center.

Encountering the Causal Body
The causal body is active during the states of sound sleep and
other unconscious states, and meditation. Your causal body
transmutes your life experiences: it turns them into wisdom
and virtue. It is the storehouse of your karma.

Data for Meditation on the Causal Body
Excerpted from the Mudrashram® Correspondence Course

The causal body is the higher counterpart of the astral body.
The causal body consists of a vertical axis of 33 nuclei that
govern the creation, maintenance and dissolution of the
physical and astral body. At the apex of this vertical axis, the
causal body has two lotuses, an outer lotus of 18 petals with a
lotus of 8 petals within it. The inner lotus has four quadrants,
which correspond to the four quadrants discussed in lesson
one (listed as the four coordinates for each vehicle).
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The causal "senses" are "organs" of discernment that can
detect the state of spiritual evolution of others, to sense their
character, their essence, etc. at a glance. These causal senses
are dormant in most people. Causal "action" is creation
through thought.
While it is valuable to familiarize your self with this vehicle for
accurate self-knowledge, it is also important to recognize that
only very rare, extremely spiritually advanced individuals are
able to function from their causal body. While you can visit
this vehicle in meditation, it is very different that living there—
in a very exalted state of spiritual evolution.

Meditation on the Causal Body
This is a more advanced meditation that you can perform when
you can move your attention to the top of the astral brain at
will.
Merge your attention into the flame at the top of the astral
brain. As you move upward in it you will become aware of a
golden thread. Follow this thread. Along this thread you will
become aware of the causal nuclei in turn. Focus briefly on
each one, and see if you can get a sense of what it does.
Move up the thread until you become aware of the first lotus.
In most people, this lotus will be black. It is encrusted with
karma, the stored residual desire impressions that give rise to
thought, passion, and actions motivated by desire.
In the West, these darkened impressions are referred to as
"sin." As this karma is purified by spiritual evolution, the eight
inner petals are cleansed of their karmic dross and shine with
golden light.
Now move into the inner petal. Move your attention to each of
the four quadrants in turn. With practice, you will begin to see
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mirrored here the development of the Soul, the spirit, your
inner vehicles and your personality. Retrace your path back to
waking awareness again.
Each of these four quadrants has its own type of karma that
spiritual evolution resolves.
Rear Right Quadrant

Soul Development

Adi Karma

Front Right Quadrant

Superconscious Mind
Development (Love, Wisdom,
Power)

Rear Left Quadrant

Spiritual Development

Front Left Quadrant

Human Personality
Development and Destiny

Kriyaman Karma
Sinchit Karma
Pralabdha Karma

The causal body's nuclei emit a vibratory resonance, which
influences the astral matrix, the lifetronic and subatomic fields
substanding the molecular and cellular components of the
physical body. An advanced Soul working on the causal Plane
can harness the subtle energy of thought to heal the body, and
if legends are true, to influence the substrata of matter to
produce miracles.

The Toruses of Purpose
The 13 toruses of purpose exist beyond the causal body. The
first purpose center, the human destiny center, has 18
transects, and portrays the major challenges that must be
faced in the current human life.
Beyond this are twelve purpose centers that correspond to the
spiritual masteries of each spiritual domain. These have
varying numbers of transects. For example, the purpose
center for the first domain has 64 transects; for the second
domain, 343; and for the third domain, 1,024.
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Each purpose center resembles a crown, and for this reason,
this center is sometimes referred to as the crown center.
Advanced spiritual initiates are often depicted as great kings
wearing a crown of dominion. Jesus Christ was referred to as
the King of Kings; Hindus refer to their highly spiritually
advanced Gurus as Maharaj, which means great king.
More technically, a purpose center could be described as a
spherical torus whose transects begin and end at the same
point.
Usually this center appears as a darkened crown
encrusted with karma, but when issues are resolved, the
transect glows with golden light. A spontaneous mantra arises
in this central point for each purified transect, "I am the first
and the last, the beginning and the end."

Meditation on the Purpose Center
Meditation upon the purpose center for human life is
accomplished by focusing the attention on this center where
its transects unite, and noticing what images of the challenges
for your present life present themselves as you contemplate
upon each transect in turn.
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The same thing can be done for each of the purpose centers of
the twelve domains to see which of the spiritual masteries for
that domain have been accomplished. By meditating on the
purpose centers of the spiritual domains will also give you an
indicator of your own spiritual advancement and what remains
to be accomplished.
When you have successfully been able to contemplate the
central lotus in the causal body, rise further up the golden
thread until you reach the purpose center. The first one is for
human life; the ones behind this center correspond to the each
successive higher domain.
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Eight Petalled Lotus Center

The Eight Petalled Lotus Center is the seat of one of the
spiritual guides of the Mudrashram® lineage. The Guide
connects with you through three currents:

Ray of attentional attunement - this guides your attention
from the waking state through each of the levels of the
Conscious and Subconscious mind. It can focus your
attention on any focal point of the Conscious or
Subconscious mind. It can unite your attention with the
attentional principle or the spirit. It can bring your attention
to the state of union with the Guide form.
Beholding the Guide within is called Guru Dhyan, or
contemplation of the Guide. The appearance of the Guide in
the inner radiant form represents the stage of discipleship
in spiritual life. If you are a beginning meditator, or aspirant,
you will more likely sense the Guide as a presence or force
field surrounding you as you meditate, and teaching you
through intuitive guidance.
The three Guides in the
Mudrashram® lineage that work with aspirants and disciples
are Swami Prem Dayal, Swami Charan Das, and Swami
Prabhu Maharaj.
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Ray of guidance and clearing attunement - this maintains
an intuitive contact with your Subconscious mind, whereby
the Guide can teach you while you go through your day-today tasks and during meditation. You will experience this
teaching as intuitive ideas bubbling up into your awareness.
The clearing attunement assists you process your emotional
upsets and supports you while you go through them, similar
to the way a loving friend can help comfort you when you
grieve or calm you down when you are raging.
Ray of ascension - this guides your attention through the
Metaconscious mind and unites you with your Self, and
through the bands of the Superconscious mind to unite with
your Soul.
The eight petalled lotus center exists on the Plane beyond
the purpose centers. Reaching this deepest center within
the Subconscious mind will help you to commune with the
inner Guide, and this will help you in your meditations.

Meditation on the Eight Petalled Lotus Center
When you have reached the 13th purpose center, continue
moving your attention in the inner stream of Light. You will
discover another lotus. Enter into the center of the lotus.
If you have reached the state of discipleship, here you will
come into the Presence of your Guide. When you have
reached this center, listen to any teachings that come you
intuitively, look at images that are shown to you, and feel
the loving Presence of the Guide.
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Thank you for attending our webinar today!
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